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I. INTRODUCTION

International sporting events such as the Olympics and the World Cup of men’s association football (soccer) unfold on television screens over the world before billions of viewers. But the governance of international athletics is not so public. Transnational organizations such as the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) operate largely behind closed doors and through secret agreements. These non-public entities leverage the world audience for sport to wield enormous power. They bend national governments to their will and they venomously protect their transnational corporate partners from market competition. Both the IOC and FIFA have been named in corruption scandals. Recently, FIFA has been embroiled in a wave of transnational indictments. But their powerful franchises only grow. Behind the scenes of the world’s most public events is a cloak-and-dagger world of backroom dealings with the makings of an international spy thriller.


2 Comparison between FIFA and James Bond villains principally dates in popular culture to FIFA President Sepp Blatter’s own satiric comment at the Oxford Union in October 2013:

There are those who will tell you of the supposed sordid secrets that lie deep in our Bond villain headquarters in the hills above Zurich, where we apparently plot to exploit the unfortunate and the weak. They would have you believe that I sit in my office with a sinister grin, gently stroking the chin of an expensive, white Persian cat as my terrible sidekicks scour the earth to force countries to host the World Cup and to hand over all of their money.

Oxford Union, Sepp Blatter Full Address, YOUTUBE (Oct. 30, 2013), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QWAxhTzsg, quoted in Edwin Rios, Watch Sepp Blatter Lash Out Against FIFA’s Critics in 2013, MOTHER JONES (May 28, 2015, 9:54 AM), http://www.motherjones.com/mixed-media/2015/05/watch-sepp-blatter-lash-out-against-fifas-critics-2013. Let the record reflect (drafts on file with authors!) that we latched on to the Bond comparison when preparing this Article in summer 2014. More comparisons with the Bond franchise have emerged since the
Despite the secrecy and many unknowns about how international sport is governed, organizations such as FIFA are rational economic actors. They can be relied on to act in their own commercial interests. That consistency means that interest groups that align with FIFA’s commercial interests can take advantage of the organization’s power. This study specifically considers the potential to use FIFA and its World Cup soccer tournament to affect the advancement of LGBT rights.

Recognizing the historical interplay of civil rights and international sport, the study begins in Part II with the recent experience of the 2014 Olympics and the anti-LGBT law in Russia, as well as the 2014 World Cup and socioeconomic protests in Brazil. It is in this context that the World Cup plans to unfold in Russia in 2018 and, for the first time in the Arab world, in Qatar in 2022. In Part III, the study offers background on the interconnection between organized international sport and social activism. Particularly, this study considers the governance of international soccer and the role of FIFA as a sporting activist. In Part IV, the study examines the recent work of Professor Jeremiah Ho, who employed contemporary incrementalist theory to describe and predict the gradual social and legal acceptance of marriage equality in the United States. Part V unites these threads. Cognizant of the circumstances in which FIFA recently exerted pressure on World Cup host countries to effectuate desired policy goals, the study in Part V employs Professor Ho’s model to propose the advancement of LGBT rights by exploiting FIFA’s motives and means to manipulate nations’ domestic policies. Part VI concludes, if the World Cup is a public stage on which nations and peoples can dream of victory, then perhaps equality activists can too.

II. INTERNATIONAL SPORT AND LAWS THAT CONDEMN HOMOSEXUALITY: FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE

The world’s eyes were on Russia for the Sochi Winter Olympics in 2014, but the scrutiny was not all about sport. The Olympics provided a context for global cultural conflict over LGBT rights. In the United States, marriage equality has been advancing gradually, but inexorably, through state courts and legislatures. At the same time, homophobic lobbying in Uganda resulted in the
adoption of a life sentence for criminalized homosexuality. Brunei is in the process of adopting Sharia law which, at least as literally read, would impose the death penalty for homosexual intercourse. Olympics watchers focused on Russia’s 2013 anti-gay propaganda law, which equated homosexuality with child endangerment and effectively criminalized open expressions of gay identity.

Navigating these divergent trends are the world’s transnational sporting organizations. The IOC awarded the 2014 Winter Olympics to Russia, and FIFA awarded the men’s World Cup in association football (“the World Cup”) to Russia for 2018. The World Cup is the most widely viewed “single-event

---


8 E.g., Sanaz Alasti, Comparative Study of Cruel & Unusual Punishment for Engaging in Consensual Homosexual Acts (in International Conventions, the United States and Iran), 12 ANN. SURV. INT’L & COMP. L. 149, 159 (2006) (describing Iranian Sharia law against sodomy and observing that punishments prescribed by law are “fixed” beyond judicial discretion).

9 We are cognizant of the dramatic disparity between world investment in the World Cup in men’s soccer and in the World Cup in women’s soccer, which FIFA also runs. Cf. infra text accompanying note 45. We fully acknowledge the unfortunate irony in a paper about sexual equality. Nevertheless, for practical reasons, we focus this research and adopt the convention of referring to the men’s tournament as “the World Cup.” We personally are devoted supporters of the women’s sport. One of us was lucky enough to cheer on the U.S. side at the Ottawa quarterfinal match of World Cup 2015, and at the time of this writing, we are giddy over the victory of the U.S. Women’s National Team in the tournament. If it can build on its international foothold, the women’s sport has more potential than the men’s to contribute to equality of both gender and sexual-identity. See, e.g., David Beard & Bradley Campbell, The Most-Watched Soccer Match in US History Prompts Gaze at FIFA’s Unequal Payouts, PRI (July 3, 2015, 2:00 PM), http://www.pri.org/stories/2015-07-03/who-will-redeem-who-womens-world-cup-match-sunday (quoting U.S. coach Jill Ellis, “I’m so happy for every little girl who dreams about this”; comparing victory purse of $2 million with victory purse in men’s World Cup of $35 million; and observing significance, in light of same-sex marriage legalization in United States, of Wambach-Huffman embrace); Lauren Gambino, Women’s World Cup Joy: Abby Wambach and Her Wife Are “Just Another Couple Celebrating,” THEGUARDIAN (July 6, 2015, 12:07 AM), http://www.theguardian.com/football/2015/jul/06/womens-world-cup-final-abby-wambach-wife-kiss?CMP=share_btn_link (featuring photograph by Bob Frid, EPA, of televised post-game embrace and kiss between U.S. star Abby Wambach and her same-sex spouse, Sarah Huffman).
sporting competition” in the world,\textsuperscript{10} rivaling the Olympics.\textsuperscript{11} While organizations such as the IOC and FIFA would prefer to steer clear of controversy that might alienate consumers, they can be compelled by social, economic, and political pressures to choose sides on issues. Historically, international sport has been inextricable from social and political development, even playing a role in revolutionary advancements in civil rights. Famously, the ban on South Africa from international competitions turned up the heat on Apartheid,\textsuperscript{12} and Nelson Mandela later embraced the Springboks, South Africa’s national rugby team, to inaugurate the post-Apartheid era.\textsuperscript{13} Beginning in 2013 and through the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, with gradually waning ferocity, protestors brought global attention to poverty and wealth disparity.\textsuperscript{14} It remains to be seen whether the demonstrations in Brazil will have any long-term impact on those intractable and worsening global problems. But FIFA has been compelled to ramp up its commitment to charitable programs that at least offer the appearance of football as a force for social good.\textsuperscript{15}

In 2013 Russia enacted Article 6.21, which criminalizes positive speech about homosexuality.\textsuperscript{16} The law punishes expression that

[p]romot[es] non-traditional sexual relations to minors by spreading information aimed at instilling in minors non-

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{15}See FIFA, SUSTAINABILITY REPORT: 2014 FIFA WORLD CUP BRAZIL 56–57 (Dec. 2014) [hereinafter FIFA, SUSTAINABILITY REPORT], http://www.fifa.com/mm/document/af/social/general/02/50/92/69/sustainabilityreportofthe2014fifw_neutral.pdf (describing “Football for Hope Forum 2013,” sponsored by FIFA in Belo Horizonte; acknowledging “civil unrest”; and reporting on a program that “explored and debated the origins of the protests, highlighting that football could be used to tackle the social inequalities and injustices underlying the concerns of the Brazilian people”). Street Football World is FIFA’s key partner in its charitable arm, Football for Hope. Football for Hope on the one hand aims to ensure that the World Cup leaves behind a legacy of social development. How serious FIFA is about that legacy is arguable. See Caitlin Moyle, Football for Hope, SOCCER POL. BLOG, http://sites.duke.edu/wcwp/world-cup-2014/fifa-institutional-politics/fifa-institutional-politics/football-for-hope/ (last visited Oct. 8, 2015) (placing FIFA charitable work in financial context).
\end{thebibliography}
traditional sexual arrangements, the attractiveness of non-traditional sexual relations and/or a distorted view that society places an equal value on traditional and non-traditional sexual relations or propagating information on non-traditional sexual relations making them appear interesting, provided that these activities do not involve criminal acts which are punishable under the law[.]

Modest penalties pertain to individuals, who may be fined in the neighborhood of $120, while penalties for corporate violators range upward of $27,000 or operating suspension for up to 90 days.

The day the Olympics opened in Sochi, an attorney in Chicago posited a hypothetical scenario: imagine a gold medalist steps down from the Olympic podium after hearing her national anthem, and then, in keeping with popular social custom and in plain view of television audiences, kisses her same-sex spouse. The athlete could be convicted of a crime in Russia because the kiss would portray homosexuality in a favorable light to child viewers. Olympic athletes agree to abide by the laws of the host country. Would Russian authorities prosecute? Would the IOC intervene for the defense? Neither the IOC nor a host nation wants the Olympics clouded by controversy so both tread carefully to avoid conflict. But pretending the issue away makes both parties complicit in the oppression of athletes’ civil rights. Moreover, the civil rights of all LGBT persons are neglected as non-heterosexual identity is marginalized and tacitly condemned.

Russia’s law survived the heat of the Olympic torch. But the next FIFA World Cup set to open in Russia in 2018 promises to resurrect the conflict. And as LGBT rights continue to gain ground in Western

---

17 Id.
18 Id. The Authors converted currency from Russian rubles to U.S. dollars at xe.com on Sept. 12, 2014.
20 See sources cited supra note 19.
democracies, the conflict promises to present with deeper gulf and sharper edges. While the Olympics in 2016, 2018, and 2020 will stay on trodden ground in Brazil, South Korea, and Japan, respectively, the FIFA World Cup will move into the Arab world for the first time, locating in culturally conservative Qatar in 2022. Unlike the Russian law, the law in Qatar does not take aim at expression but does criminalize female adultery, male sodomy, and “illegal or immoral actions” by any gender, as well as any “[i]nducing or seducing” that led there. With its mix of civil and Islamic law, Qatar has flogged foreign nationals for alcohol consumption and “illicit sexual relations,” according to Amnesty International, and male homosexuality is punishable by “imprisonment, flogging, deportation and death.” The religious dimension of law in Qatar adds a wrinkle to the problem. FIFA clashed mightily with Brazil over alcohol sales in stadiums there during the 2014 World Cup, and the

---

23 At the time of this writing, the FIFA indictments, supra note 1, have not affected the 2018 and 2022 awards. However, speculation abounds that the awards are in jeopardy. See, e.g., ‘Russia & Qatar May Lose World Cups’—FIFA Official, BBC Sport (June 7, 2015, 5:34 PM), http://www.bbc.com/sport/0/football/33041467.

24 Qatar law states:

Whoever commits the following offences shall be punished with imprisonment for a term of no less than one year and no more than three years:
1- Grooms a female to commit adultery; 2- Instigates, induces, seduces a female in any way to commit adultery or to frequent a brothel in order to commit debauchery whether inside or outside the country; 3- Leading, instigating or seducing a male by in any way to commit sodomy or dissipation; 4- Inducing or seducing a male or a female in any way to commit illegal or immoral actions; 5- Bringing, exposing or accepting a male or a female for the purpose of sexual exploitation.


economic will of FIFA sponsor Budweiser prevailed. But Brazil’s objection was based on social policy, not religious doctrine.

Will the same result pertain in Qatar? FIFA’s own antidiscrimination policy seems to require the deference of cultural relativism to Qatari law—which is to say nothing of LGBT human rights. So far, debate over the 2022 World Cup in Qatar has been dominated by other headlines. Foremost, consternation has surrounded revelations of shocking working conditions for the foreign laborers in Qatar who are building the infrastructure that FIFA demands. Their plight is worsened by the austerity of the desert, which has itself become an issue, causing FIFA to reluctantly embrace a controversial rescheduling of the World Cup from summer to late autumn. Meanwhile the ongoing Swiss investigation into FIFA’s corruption is focused on the tournament awards to Russia and Qatar. These swirling controversies have raised serious doubts that the World Cup will happen in Qatar in 2022. One wonders whether FIFA ultimately might point to weather as a politically


35 E.g., Mitchel Epner, Why Qatar Will Likely Be Stripped of the 2022 World Cup, CNBC (June 13, 2014, 5:01 PM), http://www.cnbc.com/id/101758568#; see also supra note 23.
neutral shield for a decision to rescind the award, thus ducking the potentially explosive problems of social and economic rights.\textsuperscript{36}

FIFA purports, under article three of its constitution, to take an absolute stance against discrimination, including discrimination based on race, gender, religion, and sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{37} Accordingly, FIFA is under both internal and external pressure to be proactive in defense of LGBT rights. After the Russian law was adopted in June 2013, outlawing positive representations of homosexuality, the IOC sought clarification from Russia as to whether and how the law would be executed during the Olympics.\textsuperscript{38} The IOC, which also perpetuates its antidiscrimination policy, took heat from activists when it backed down from challenging the Russian law.\textsuperscript{39} FIFA will have to negotiate its own course with Russia. Activists have pressed for suspension of anti-gay laws in Russia and Qatar, but FIFA statements in response have been ambiguous.\textsuperscript{40} The ambiguity surely is strategic because FIFA has enormous power at its disposal to influence law and social policy in host countries.
III. INTERNATIONAL SPORTING ORGANIZATION AND ACTIVISM: THE NAME IS FOOTBALL, ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL

Organized international sport and social activism have ties that go to the very origin of the nation-state as a governing system. That relationship manifests today in the governance of international soccer. The following Part III.A sketches the trajectory that drove FIFA from modest origin to political powerhouse and commercial locomotive. Part III.B outlines the relationship between FIFA and tournament host nations, especially the profound power that FIFA wields over its government partners. Finally, Part III.C explores the connection between sport and activism in the particular experience of FIFA, considering implications for World Cup 2018 in Russia and 2022 in Qatar.

A. Governance and Commercialization of the Global Game

FIFA is the governing body of association football, or soccer. The global organization has 209 affiliate associations at the national level. The FIFA mission statement revolves around three pillars: (1) "[d]eveloping football everywhere and for all," (2) "[o]rganising inspiring tournaments," and (3) "[c]aring about society and the environment." All three pillars touch on public service at an aspirational level, beyond the pitch and match. Developing the game, in the mission statement, emphasizes the “unifying, educational, cultural and humanitarian values” of soccer, “particularly through youth and development programmes.” The organization of tournaments capitalizes on those values to “unite and inspire the world,” also feeding revenues from lucrative men’s tournaments into development of the sport for women and youth. In the scope of the third pillar, FIFA imposes upon itself “a duty to society that goes beyond football: to improve the lives of young people and their surrounding communities, to reduce the negative impact of our activities and to make the most we can of the positives.” Thus, FIFA’s purported vision of football is much broader than sport and much broader than commercialism. The organization recognizes that organized soccer has negative externalities. But those externalities are

---

41 See Dr. No (Eon Productions 1962) ("The name is Bond, James Bond.").
44 Id.
45 Id.
46 Id.
outweighed by a vast potential to improve the world, and FIFA asserts its intention to actualize that potential through proper stewardship.

Today a global power capable of bending the will of governments, FIFA has a modest origin story. Though ball play can be traced to ancient history, what we recognize today as soccer was invented by the English and pursued British imperialism throughout the world, especially in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In 1904, delegates from seven European countries constituted FIFA as an international governing body for the sport. Early on, sporting associations such as FIFA operated more like social clubs for the upper crust than like international governance organizations. Membership grew internationally and FIFA organized 13 sides in its first (men’s) World Cup in Montevideo in 1930, in coincidence with the centennial celebration of the first Uruguayan constitution. The quadrennial tournament persisted, excepting a break for World War II.

In the relative peace of the Cold War and more in the economically prosperous years that followed, FIFA transformed itself from a modest sport bureaucracy into one of the most powerful non-governmental organizations in the world. Key to that transformation was the development of soccer’s commercial potential, and a key figure in the transformation was João Havelange, who ascended to the FIFA presidency in 1974. Schooled in the soccer-obsessed social and political culture of Brazil, Havelange intensified the 20th-century commercialization of soccer and made corporate sponsorship


[48] See generally UNITED PASSIONS (Leuviah Films & Thelma Films 2014). Or the better citation signal might be, “See at your own risk.” E.g., Andi Thomas, Reviewing “United Passions,” FIFA’s Bizarre Propaganda Film, SBNATION (June 8, 2015, 6:46 AM), http://www.sbnation.com/soccer/2014/10/7/6934967/united-passions-review-fifa-bizarre-propaganda-film (“FIFA’s past is a hazy and uninterrogated one.”).


[50] Id. at 233.


[53] History of FIFA, supra note 51.


[55] See, e.g., GOLDBLATT, FUTEBOL NATION, supra note 14, at 99 (describing Havelange as president of Brazil football association).
As told by British journalist and soccer biographer David Goldblatt, Havelange employed a four-part strategy:

First, only the very largest multinational companies, whose advertising budgets could bear the load and whose global reach matched the TV audience on offer, [would] be approached as sponsors. Second, sponsorship and advertising would be segmented by product type: there could be only one soft drink, one brand of beer, one micro-electronics firm or one financial services company that could be the official World Cup product or supplier . . . . Third, FIFA would have total control over all forms of TV rights, advertising, stadium space, etc. . . . Fourth, FIFA itself would not handle the details of the sponsorship or TV deals. Marketing and TV rights would be handed over for a guaranteed sum of money to an intermediary who would sell them on.57

As a result, some of the world’s largest companies, such as Coca-Cola, brought their global brand recognition into alliance with FIFA.58 The money spigot opened.59 More money only augmented FIFA’s leverage over sporting affiliates and corporate and governmental partners. Under this model, the men’s World Cup of soccer became the premier sporting event on the planet. Meanwhile secrecy clauses in sponsorship contracts forbade any public scrutiny of the deals.60 In this atmosphere of sport-sponsor complex, it becomes difficult to distinguish FIFA pursuit of commercial growth from the pursuit of the aspirational mission.61 Recently, accusations of misconduct—not unlike the International Olympic Committee bribery scandal in 1998 that marred the 2002 Salt Lake City games62—have raised grave doubts about whether FIFA officials put public health and welfare ahead of commercial advantage, a shadow cast over the award of the 2022 World Cup to Qatar63 and intensified

58 Id. at 525; Dale T. McKinley, FIFA and the Sports Accumulation Complex, in South Africa’s World Cup: A Legacy for Whom? 13, 19 (2011).
59 McKinley, supra note 58, at 13, 19.
60 E.g., id. at 13, 25.
61 See id. at 17.
by the recent indictments of FIFA officials. 64 FIFA officials at least purport to be bound by a strict Code of Ethics, 65 adopted in 2004, which is enforced by a judicial body within FIFA, the Ethics Committee. 66 But dogged by corruption allegations, transparency has not proved to be FIFA’s forte. Scottish investigative reporter Andrew Jennings has invested heavily in holding FIFA accountable. 67 And the global non-profit Transparency International has set its sights on FIFA, publishing reports 68 and in April 2015 launching a focused initiative on corruption in sport. 69

B. FIFA and Its Host Nations

FIFA chooses a country to host the World Cup—as well as other FIFA-sponsored events, such as the women’s cup, youth cups, and beach soccer cup—using a process of competitive bidding. 70 National football associations, which constitute FIFA’s membership, coordinate with their national governments and other in-country stakeholders—including local governments, media, and especially private financial interests—to formulate bids that comply with expectations set out in a FIFA “Bidding Manual.” 71 FIFA hypes the benefits of bidding and hosting its events, including economic activity and investment as well as intangible gains such as “cooperation and goodwill [among] stakeholders,” “civic pride and community empowerment,” opportunity for women and youth, and positive role modeling. 72 But the cost of hosting sporting mega-events, for the World Cup like the Olympics, has

---

64 See supra note 1.
66 Id.
71 Id.
skyrocketed "from several hundred million in 1994, when the United States hosted the event, to $5–$6 billion in 2010 in South Africa and $15–$20 billion in Brazil in 2014." For Qatar in 2022, a "final price tag" has been estimated as high as "an eye-popping $200 billion."74

Tournament bidding has been the persistent focus of ethics and corruption investigations.75 Final decisions are made in secret votes of the FIFA executive committee, so the true motives of the organization renowned for lack of transparency are "impossible to discern" and at best involve "murky internal . . . politics."76 U.S. prosecutors in the recent round of indictments see a link between a $10 million payment to FIFA in 2008 and the World Cup award to South Africa for 2010, though auditor KPMG stands by its "clean bill of financial health" for FIFA.77 It was after an inquiry into the 2018 and 2022 World Cup awards substantially exonerated FIFA in 2014 that ethics investigator and former U.S. Attorney Michael J. Garcia resigned his post in vocal protest.78 The New York Times described the bidding processes behind the Russia and Qatar awards as "rife with accusations of bribery and vote trading."

Meanwhile in plain view, the rising costs have caused economists to cry foul on the supposed calculation that extols hosting, especially in "countries with meager resources and deficient public services."80 Professor Andrew Zimbalist explained:


74 ZIMBALIST, supra note 73, at 2.


79 Id.

While promoters of the games made lofty claims about the economic benefits to be gained from hosting these sporting extravaganzas, the local populations seemed unimpressed. Not only were there no evident economic gains, there were social dislocations and resource diversions away from meeting basic needs. The games may benefit their wealthy promoters, but those at the middle and bottom of the income ladder appear to be picking up the tab . . . .

That message has been reaching the general public and contributed to the socioeconomic protests during the Brazil World Cup in 2014.\(^{82}\)

When a bidding nation and its football association win hosting rights to the World Cup, the nation and its host cities sign comprehensive—and usually confidential—agreements with FIFA.\(^{83}\) Logically, many terms of the agreements relate to infrastructure, going directly to the vast technical apparatus of the tournament, from stadium specifications to team and training accommodations to security arrangements.\(^{84}\) FIFA tailors template agreements to particular tournaments and nations, and it is bold and meticulous in its demands.\(^{85}\) Some demands are economically motivated, such as “generous tax provisions” for FIFA itself and “ensuring the protection of FIFA sponsors’ brands from ambush marketing and local competition.”\(^{86}\) Some demands go to

---

81 ZIMBALIST, supra note 73, at 2.

82 Id.

83 Andrew Jennings, The Documents that FIFA Doesn’t Want Fans to Read (Dec. 18, 2010) (on file with author); see FIFA, Bidding Agreement Regarding the Submission of Bids for the Right to Host and Stage the 2018 FIFA World Cup or 2022 FIFA World Cup 32, 40 (on file with author) [hereinafter FIFA, Bidding Agreement] (stating terms of confidentiality in bidding and defining “Hosting Agreement” and “Host City Agreement”); FIFA, Host City Agreement (on file with author); see also FIFA, Template Government Declaration (on file with author). These documents apparently were leaked in connection with a Netherlands bid. Although unavailable online at the time of this publication, the documents should be reposted in the future on http://transparencyinsportblog.blogspot.com/. Email from Andrew Jennings, Investigative Journalist, to Richard J. Peltz-Steele, Professor of Law, Univ. of Mass. Law Sch. (Oct. 1, 2015) (on file with author). We were not able to find a template or copy for the hosting agreement at the national level.

84 E.g., FIFA, STADIUM AGREEMENT COVER BETWEEN FIFA & LOC & STADIUM AUTHORITY, http://dockets.sandiego.gov/sirepub/cache/2/kacirr2zoppr2ox2wiaaxrem/13997710072015033334139.PDF.

85 See, e.g., Letter from Jörg Vollmüller, Head of Commercial Legal, FIFA, to Henny Smorenburg, Found. Bid 2018/2022 Holland-Belgium (Sept. 16, 2010) (on file with author) (objecting to Dutch/Belgian changes to bid template such as, inter alia, insistence on supremacy of domestic policy and resistance to specific deadline for changes in domestic law).

86 GOLDBLATT, FUTEBOL NATION, supra note 14, at 233. On “ambush marketing,” see generally Monika Piątkowska & Jolanta Żyśko, Off-Field Competition at Major Sport Events: Case Study of 2010 FIFA World Cup South Africa, 50 PHYSICAL CULTURE & SPORT: STUD. &
averting disruption of the tournament but run roughshod over local policy or culture, such as the beer sales in Brazil, and a ban on musical instruments in the Brazilian stadiums after the vuvuzela debacle in South Africa.  

Governments bend to FIFA’s will because, they believe, the opportunity to host the world’s premier sporting event reaps billions of dollars of economic activity and affords the country intangible riches in domestic spoils and international prestige.  

Inversely, failure to meet FIFA expectations signals humiliation on the world stage. The World Cup can be taken away from a country that drops the ball and the tournament can be moved elsewhere. Exactly that happened in 1982 when FIFA moved the 1986 tournament to Mexico after Colombia announced that it “lacked the economic capacity” to meet FIFA expectations. Whether or not justifiably so, Brazil’s readiness for the 2014 tournament was the subject of much angst in the media. The FIFA secretary-general gave a “four-week ultimatum” to one Brazilian host city “to accelerate stadium construction or risk being excluded from the tournament.” The investment in sport infrastructure required of Brazil to meet FIFA demands spurred on protestors who wondered at spending on such extravagance rather than spending more directly to alleviate poverty or ameliorate wealth disparity.

---


87 GOLDBLATT, FUTEbol NATION, supra note 14, at 233.

88 Anti-Discrimination, supra note 30.


90 Scarlett Cornelissen, Our Struggles Are Bigger than the World Cup: Civic Activism, State-Society Relations and the Socio-Political Legacies of the 2010 FIFA World Cup, 63 BRIT. J. SOC. 328, 334–35 (2012) (describing South African expectations).


94 E.g., GOLDBLATT, FUTEbol NATION, supra note 14, at 234–35 (calculating Brazilian public expenditure to reach US $13.5 billion, “enough money to pay the entire country’s annual
Nations that host FIFA tournaments have much to gain but they also put themselves at risk. An event such as the World Cup balances the opportunity for a nation to show its world-class status—in physical infrastructure, public order, business friendliness, and touristic opportunity—against the risk of failure and humiliation. Rightly or wrongly—Brazilian protestors raised the question—national leaders have thought the bargain worth pursuit, affording FIFA enormous leverage in negotiating host agreements. Proffered host agreements in fact leave little to negotiation. Moreover, even though FIFA contracts with governments, the agreements contain secrecy clauses, withholding from public scrutiny the terms that bind host governments.

The host nation’s contractual pledges to FIFA cover a broad range of logistical issues, including the legal, financial, organizational, and infrastructural foundations for the World Cup. At the same time, the agreements are highly protective of FIFA in both practical and extravagant ways. As reported by Dale McKinley, host nations agree to assume all the infrastructural costs of hosting, to afford FIFA preferential business or tax status, to indemnify FIFA against legal claims, “and to ensure that FIFA leaders are effectively treated as visiting heads of state.” The exclusive access to the

*Bolsa Familia* [family welfare] bill twice over*). Consternation was aggravated by repeated revelations of “corruption and incompetence” in contracting. *id.* at 234.


96 McKinley, *supra* note 58, at 25.
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global market that FIFA affords sponsors is guaranteed by outlawing—even criminalizing, as in South Africa—the advertising of competing products or services. A curious and compelling model of host accommodation of FIFA demands can be found in the “World Cup courts” of the 2010 World Cup in South Africa. To host the World Cup and accommodate FIFA, South Africa created 56 courts designed to speed up criminal dispositions. FIFA was worried that the perception of high crime in the host country would alienate tourists and mar the tournament, and even South African locals were receptive to the idea as an alternative to the “glacial pace” of domestic justice. So under specially enacted South African legislation, criminal charges that arose from conduct within World Cup zones were directed into the World Cup courts. The efficacy of the pricey courts—with 1,500 dedicated personnel working nights at public expense—is well arguable. A Guardian correspondent reported after the tournament that the “courts were largely empty, attracting headlines only for the severity of the sentences imposed on a sometimes bizarre and pathetic parade of miscreants.” Perhaps the most famous prosecution garnered only negative publicity when two Dutch women were arrested for wearing orange dresses promoting Bavaria beer—not a World Cup sponsor. So-called “ambush marketing” was made criminal by the World Cup South Africa Special Measures Act of 2006, itself a product of the
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national hosting agreement with FIFA, to protect the exclusive access of FIFA sponsors to World Cup consumers.110

Notwithstanding the controversy and questionable efficacy of World Cup courts, it is remarkable that FIFA endeavored to address problems of crime and justice, and negotiated such a solution, because it marks recognition of a social problem clearly related to neither physical infrastructure nor metaphysical norms such as antidiscrimination. Certainly FIFA's concern for safety and efficient justice can be portrayed in self-interested economic terms, like the Budweiser sales in Brazil. But FIFA—pointing, for example of its commitment to social welfare, to its pervasive "Say No to Racism" campaign111—might prefer to portray World Cup courts as a defense of the human rights to personal safety and to prompt and fair criminal process.

It remains to be seen what accommodations FIFA will demand of Russia and Qatar for the 2018 and 2022 World Cup tournaments—or how much heat FIFA will be willing to sustain for relenting on demands with years for opposition to foment. Should FIFA demands result in accommodations in Russian or Qatari law, FIFA might find itself cast in the role of political activist for LGBT, labor, or other human rights; or, from the opposing perspectives, the role of cultural imperialist and purveyor of depravity. Alternatively, if FIFA backs down from pursuit of its interests, be they commercial or metaphysical, it might find itself cast in the role of cultural relativist or social oppressor.

C. FIFA the Activist

Sport and activism have ancient ties.112 Activists use sport because it is imbued with power.113 One of us has written at greater length previously about the peculiar properties of sport—namely, conservatism, conflict, unification,

112 See, e.g., JUDITH SWADDLING, THE ANCIENT OLYMPIC GAMES 94–98 (rev. 2d ed. 2008) (describing interplay of politics, commercialism, and corruption in ancient Olympics, including, for example, legendary oration of Lysias in 388 B.C. to turn Olympic crowds against Dionysius I, the tyrant of Syracuse, who himself had tried to impress the masses by sponsoring a team of horses and displaying wealth); see also Scott Rosner & Deborah Low, The Efficacy of Olympic Bans and Boycotts on Effectuating International Political and Economic Change, 11 TEX. REV. ENT. & SPORTS L. 27 (2009) (relating other examples). Padhi traced the coincidence of politics and sport to truce treaties, which afforded sanctuary or immunity to persons traveling to and from the Olympics in the ninth century B.C. Bishnupriya Padhi, Sports Diplomacy: South Africa and FIFA 2010, 3 INSIGHTS ON AFR. 55, 55 (2011). However, the entanglement of politics and sport diminished in importance after the ancient Olympics until the 19th century A.D. Id.
113 Peltz, Sportswriter, supra note 47, at 161.
and identity—that make it appealing to political leaders, whether for democratic or dictatorial purposes. And Goldblatt has described in detail the historic tie between soccer and political power, writing most recently, on the occasion of the 2014 World Cup, about Brazil, where soccer is the “avatar of the nation.”

In its conservative property, sport amplifies the status quo, which may promote the establishment sector or demonstrate a need for change. Likewise sport may be used to foster conflict, as in the construction of international rivalry, and also to unify, as in the perpetuation of national identity. Political leaders are therefore deeply cognizant of the role of sporting identity as a proxy for national identity, whether to good or evil ends. So Nelson Mandela embraced the Springboks, the United States and China opened a dialog through “Ping Pong” diplomacy, and Adolf Hitler sought to promote Aryan supremacy and German identity in hosting the 1936 Olympics. The “rules and commercial arrangements” of international sport, or “lex sportiva,” are creating international law in areas such as intellectual property and human rights. And that is to say nothing of the dubious and perhaps mixed motives of multinational corporations, which are playing an increasing role in the supervision of global development.

FIFA is no stranger to sport as power, nor to using sport in furtherance of a social agenda. During the 2014 World Cup in Brazil, FIFA’s “Say No to Racism” slogan was pervasive in ceremonies, stadiums, and media campaigns. FIFA has a big stick as well as carrots; it has punished national
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123 E.g., Dakota Antelman, FIFA’s Failure to Punish Homophobia and Racism Among Other Things Make Soccer the Hardest of Sports, SBNATION: OUTSPORTS (June 20, 2014, 6:05 PM), http://www.outsports.com/2014/6/20/5829190/fifas-failure-to-punish-homophobia-and-racism-among-other-things-make (criticizing pervasive campaign as “all talk”). Though less controversial anti-racism eclipses sexual-orientation discrimination among FIFA priorities, a FIFA publication touting the Women’s World Cup in Japan in 2011 featured the “Say No to
affiliates, sides, and players for discrimination and racism. For example, FIFA banned spectators from a Ukraine-Poland match after a group of Ukraine supporters at an earlier match against San Marino displayed Nazi salutes and neo-Nazi banners and made “monkey noises and gestures.” Like IOC, FIFA threw its weight into the boycott of South Africa during Apartheid. Early on, in fact, FIFA acted when the IOC did not, suspending the Football Association of South Africa in 1961 after black Brazilian players were barred from competing in South Africa.

Once the world majority has staked out a position, sporting activism is attractive to international organizations such as the IOC and FIFA, because front-end investment is low-risk and popular, and potential gains are multiplicative. Whether or not social policy pressure effects change, the organization favorably identifies itself with global public opinion. Plain economic sanctions surely had more to do with the collapse of Apartheid than did sporting bans. But whether or not sanctions succeeded, the IOC and FIFA gained in global currency by joining the bandwagon. By the same token, the award of the 2010 World Cup to South Africa was mutually beneficial to both nation and FIFA. Even more than economic advantage, South Africa sought prestige, diplomatic legitimacy, and affirmation of its membership in the community of peaceful nations. FIFA won big by demonstrating that its tournament had those things to give.


Press Release, FIFA, Sanctions of the FIFA Disciplinary Committee Against Ukraine and Peru (Sept. 27, 2013), http://www.fifa.com/governance/news/y=2013/m=9/news=sanctions-the-fifa-disciplinary-committee-against-ukraine-and-peru-2182133.html. The efficacy of a spectator ban is questionable. See, e.g., Jamie Jackson, Vincent Kompany Questions Why UEFA Banned Manchester City Supporters, THEGUARDIAN (Oct. 21, 2014, 6:32 PM), http://www.theguardian.com/football/2014/oct/21/vincent-kompany-manchester-city-cska-moscow (reporting Manchester City captain’s frustration, after draw, that spectator ban for racist conduct by CKSA Moscow supporters punished away team City as much as home team Moscow, and worse because local spectators invited by European soccer’s governing body included vociferous Moscow fans despite ban). Full disclosure: one of us is a City supporter, and the unfortunate other who did not write this footnote favors that other Manchester side.
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Of course, both host nation and FIFA also follow the dollar. Nations see World Cup hosting as a boon to GDP.\textsuperscript{132} Cities see match hosting as an opportunity to revitalize infrastructure, to jump-start economic productivity, and to energize social development.\textsuperscript{133} World Cup hosting is an opportunity for international branding and advertising that host nations and cities hope will boost their profiles in important economic sectors such as investment and tourism.\textsuperscript{134} Success in hosting an event such as the World Cup is proven to engender positive impressions of the host nation by foreigners.\textsuperscript{135}

Russian President Vladimir Putin exploited the peculiar properties of sport to further a self-aggrandizing agenda consistent with a mythology of Russocentrism and an ambition of post-Soviet renaissance. Putin has driven an agenda designed to show the world that Russia is still a force to be reckoned with.\textsuperscript{136} He was unabashed (like the Chinese and other hosts before him) in using the 2014 Olympics as an opportunity to showcase both Russia as nation and Putin as leader.\textsuperscript{137} A forthcoming scholarly book on the 2014 Olympics will describe the function of the spectacle within Russian political culture and as an instrument dedicated in particular to further Putin’s self-aggrandizement.\textsuperscript{138} In arraying Putin’s aims, the authors point specifically to “national pride for the masses,” “regime stability,” and “rent distribution for key elites whose support is crucial for the leadership to maintain the status quo.”\textsuperscript{139} So, true to form, Putin sought to exploit the conservative, unity, and identity properties of sport to consolidate and perpetuate power. Economic
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rewards placate the influential, while inspirations of pride mollify the people, thus neutralizing threats to the ruling regime.

Furthermore, Putin exploited the conflict property of sport to the same ends. The anti-gay law was not a singular statement, but one installment in a developing xenophobic agenda. Russia outlawed American adoptions a year before the Olympics, in part in retaliation for U.S. human rights sanctions. The Putin regime moved in fall 2013 to enforce a law requiring social activist organizations receiving money from abroad to register as “foreign agents.”

Lest the soaring cost of the Sochi Olympics or the largess afforded friends of the regime spark controversy at home after the spotlight waned, pro-Russian protests broke out in Sevastopol on the same day as the closing ceremonies. The invasion of Crimea and ongoing turmoil in eastern Ukraine that followed provided ample “diversion” for the populace, which responded with patriotic expression. Thus the conflict property of sport, reflected best in international competition, fomented Russian nationalism to complement the Putin agenda.

Now Russia will trade hats with Brazil. Brazil looks forward to its role as Olympic host in 2016, and Russia to its role as World Cup host in 2018. Putin is informed by the exposure given to his anti-gay agenda, especially the social activism of Pussy Riot and the negative publicity garnered by two members of the group who undertook a world media tour. He also is informed by the publicity given to protestors in Brazil, before and during the
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World Cup, and to alarming police action to clear the favelas. At the same time, Putin must also be informed by the generally accepted narrative that both Russia and Brazil were successful in their enterprises; by the positive publicity and economic activity that those enterprises fueled; and by the fact that both countries successfully marginalized protestors. Putin must know that despite ongoing outrages over sexual-identity and preference discrimination in Russia, and despite (because of?) Russian aggression in Ukraine, his popularity at home hit an all-time high in August 2014. And despite the unending revelations of corruption and devastating wealth disparity in Brazil, the protests faded to the background during the World Cup.

As after past upheavals, no seismic policy shifts resulted. So Establishment incumbent Dilma Rousseff—Lula “protégé” with left-wing bona fides, but owner of a mixed record on LGBT rights—was reelected in October 2014 and has kept a shaky but persistent grip on the helm.
Qatar watches, too. World Cup coverage there already has resulted in reports of migrant-worker abuse.\(^\text{155}\) And FIFA’s ethical woes have tainted Qatar with allegations of bribes paid to FIFA officials.\(^\text{156}\) Moreover, Qatar is under considerable pressure and scrutiny as the first World Cup host in the Arab world. Like South Africa when it became the first host on the African continent, Qatar carries on its shoulders the aspirations of the region and the expectations—whether with optimistic aspiration or anticipatory schadenfreude—of the world.\(^\text{157}\)

Russia and Qatar have struck the World Cup bargain, putting their international reputations on the line in the short term with the expectation of

big pay-offs, both tangible and intangible. The experiences of Brazil 2014 and Russia 2014 indicate that hosts can weather criticism of their domestic social policies as long as they pull off the sporting events that the international community expects and placate the demands of sport’s governing bodies. But knowing what both countries have at stake, FIFA has substantial leverage to engage in sport activism, if it chooses, in Russia 2018 and Qatar 2022. FIFA may demand more of Russia than the IOC did. It may tackle the cultural relativism through which Qatar might assert the variability of human rights norms. Russia and Qatar know that they can weather protests. But they cannot run from FIFA.

What remains to be seen is whether soccer’s governing body—or what remains of it—is as committed to its social values as to its commercial ventures. With global attention unexpectedly affixed to issues such as LGBT civil rights, the upcoming World Cup tournaments in Russia and Qatar are auspiciously located. These tournaments open an avenue for prudent social activists to test FIFA’s commitments, and even to turn the organization’s peculiar power into a force for social good.

IV. INCREMENTALISM AND LGBT RIGHTS: STIRRED, NOT SHAKEN

The notion of incrementalism presents a counterintuitive yet eminently appealing way of understanding how policy changes occur in democratic systems. The following Part IV.A describes the origin of incrementalism as a theory of political and social change and how it counterpoises against the conventional model of abrupt reform a more realistic model of subtle evolution in policy. Part IV.B explains how the incrementalism approach has been adopted into deliberate stratagems for reform in policy and law. Finally, Part IV.C explains how Professor Jeremiah Ho has described the evolution of LGBT marriage equality in the United States according to an incrementalist model, suggesting the appropriateness of the same model for a broader take on global LGBT equality.

A. Incrementalism and the Triumph of Successive Limited Comparisons

Incrementalism is "a policy or advocacy of a policy of political or social change by degrees."\(^{159}\) Yale economist Charles Edward Lindblom is credited with linking incrementalism and "economic, political science and policy decision-making theory."\(^{160}\) Lindblom recognized that policy shifts occur not in sea changes, but more naturally, along a gradual road sometimes marked by fractional setbacks, because human thinking warms to new or foreign ideas through the same process.\(^{161}\) In other words, big policy shifts tend to occur, and might best be achieved, evolutionarily rather than revolutionarily.\(^{162}\)

In his seminal article, *The Science of "Muddling Through,"* Lindblom critiqued the literature of his time and explained policymaking according to incrementalism.\(^{163}\) He posited two decision-making processes, "the rational-comprehensive" (or "root") and the "successive limited comparisons" (or "branch"), and he championed the latter.\(^{164}\) The rational-comprehensive process approaches policymaking "through a means-end analysis: First the ends are isolated, then the means to achieve them are sought."\(^{165}\) The successive-limited-comparisons process rather prefers a "step-by-step" approach, or change "by small degrees."\(^{166}\) Lindblom concluded that the successive-limited-comparisons process offers a more realistic approach to policymaking, because the process accounts for real-world conditions in a way that the rational-comprehensive process does not.\(^{167}\) For example, the rational-comprehensive process ignores the fact that radical social change is incompatible with a consensus-driven democracy in which parties with different viewpoints must agree to rule.\(^{168}\)

The practical significance of Lindblom's insight can be seen throughout the democratic political experience. For a contemporary example, the U.S. debate over universal healthcare, which has dominated U.S. policy discussion during the Obama Administration, demonstrates the triumph of the
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successive-limited-comparison model. The social problem presented was that the United States was one of the only developed countries in the world whose people lacked universal healthcare. A rational-comprehensive approach to the problem would have looked to European single-payer models and asked simply, how do we get there from here? Even President Obama acknowledged that a single-payer system, such as might be achieved by expanding Medicare to include all Americans, would be the surefire way to achieve the guarantee of coverage that Democratic policymakers were after.

But such a “root” approach to radically supersede the private healthcare system with top-down federal bureaucracy was a non-starter in the Obama Administration (as it had been in the Clinton Administration). During the 2008 campaign, Obama said: “Given that a lot of people work for insurance companies, a lot of people work for HMOs. You’ve got a whole system of institutions that have been set up.” In other words, the real-world conditions of the marketplace, including services, employment, and insurance, could not tolerate a sudden shift to single-payer. Of course, Democrats well knew too that single-payer healthcare faced fierce political opposition from the same quarters that derailed centerpiece legislation in the Clinton Administration. Not all political opposition was without reason; informed policymakers can debate universal healthcare and single-payer on the merits, charting a circuitous course to democratic consensus. Moreover, as lawsuits over the Affordable Care Act (ACA) demonstrated, there are serious structural impediments in
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the design of the U.S. government that limit the range of permissible federal approaches to address problems of social policy. All of these conditions rendered single-payer practically unattainable, regardless of its merit as a solution.

In contrast, the Obama Administration saw success through a successive-limited-comparisons approach. Rather than superseding the private healthcare system, the ACA exploits it, albeit in a highly regulated fashion, by facilitating market transactions between private health insurance providers and buyers in need of healthcare. The contentious point of this approach that played out in the first Supreme Court challenge was the individual mandate, which was problematic both from a legal-structural standpoint under Tenth Amendment federalism and from a political-philosophical position in terms of the relationship of government, people, and markets. But when compared with single-payer, the individual mandate was a small market manipulation—the creation of a demand to spur a supply—that was needed to ensure that the new system marked only a modest departure from the old system of purely private transactions. Even the fuss over the unsteady launch of online government resources to match insurance buyers and sellers indicates modest change, the interpositioning of government as matchmaker in the private market, rather than the imposition of vast government bureaucracy as overseer of medical services. Viewed on a spectrum running from every person for his or herself to true socialism, the ACA looks much more like an exaggeration of regulatory oversight than a policy substitution at the fundamental level.

Indeed, candidate Obama in 2008, after acknowledging the desirability of single-payer but rejecting it as a course of action, proposed instead: "[L]et's build up the system we got, let's make it more efficient, we maybe over time—as we make the system more efficient and everybody's covered—decide that there are other ways for us to provide care more effectively." Thus President Obama preferred, on the merits, a radical outcome that a rational-comprehensive approach would have striven for, but probably would have failed to achieve. Instead he settled on a successive-limited-comparisons approach that moved the needle in the direction of single-payer, but did so by modifying the existing system in relatively limited degree. He forecast that that change would whet the democratic appetite for further reforms in pursuit of efficacy. This "branch" approach has proven successful to date at least politically and legally, the ACA having overcome two Supreme Court and
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B. Incrementalism Refined with Stratagems in Policy and Law

Incrementalism in policymaking has enjoyed widespread acceptance in political science, though has been refined by authorities since "Muddling Through" was published in 1959. Woodhouse and Collingridge acknowledged critiques that incrementalism demands a conservative strategy, lacks vision, and, for its shortcomings, ultimately might fail as well as succeed. In response, Weiss and Woodhouse reframed incrementalism as a muddy and sometimes circular process, rather than a progressive, linear process. They devised six nonlinear “stratagems” that operate to move society incrementally from an initial policy position to a changed position.

The first stratagem limits the field of possible policy choices to a few, none too far from the status quo, so removing an ultimate sea change from the decision-maker’s frame of reference. The second stratagem further limits the decision-maker’s frame of reference by mixing an empirical policy problem into the canvas of policy goals and values, so as to emphasize solving the problem over broad choices in values. The third stratagem similarly focuses the decision-maker’s attention on remediation of the empirical problem, rather than positivist policy-making. Contemplating process, the fourth stratagem acknowledges that trial, error, and sometimes revision are steps toward solution. The fifth stratagem focuses analysis on some, perhaps shorter-term, policy consequences of the possible options, to the exclusion of greater and
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longer-term consequences.\textsuperscript{189} And the sixth stratagem deliberately fragments the option analysis so that a partisan participant in the policy-making process focuses on the piece of the problem within the participant's scope of concern, rather than the problem and its policy implications on the whole.\textsuperscript{190}

These stratagems again can be seen at work in the contemporary political context of healthcare reform. Indeed, evidence of at least the first five stratagems can be found in almost uncharacteristically ordered fashion in the President's address to a joint session of Congress, in which he pitched healthcare reform in September 2009.\textsuperscript{191} The first stratagem limits the field of possible policy choices to a few, none too far from the status quo, so removing an ultimate sea change from the decision-maker's frame of reference. Though the 2009 address to Congress was a major news event, the President called for only incremental healthcare reform. As discussed in Part III.A, candidate Obama early on in the 2008 Presidential race (like President Clinton before him) had eliminated single-payer healthcare from his menu of options—notwithstanding its merits—because such a sea change in the short term would have been incompatible with the practical realities of commercial markets, political strategies, and U.S. legal structuralism.

The second stratagem further limits the decision-maker's frame of reference by mixing an empirical policy problem into the canvas of policy goals and values, so as to emphasize solving the problem over broad choices in values. The President's opening gambit in 2009 played to empiricism. He described the plight of uninsured Americans, quantifying 14,000 persons who lose coverage daily, and the problem of costs, characterizing $1,000 annually as the "hidden and growing tax" that each insured person pays to subsidize emergency and charitable care.\textsuperscript{192} The President cited specific cases of adverse health consequences to patients in Illinois and Texas as a result of lost coverage.\textsuperscript{193} Thus President Obama focused on the empirical policy problem of Americans without healthcare and the consequent, inefficient drain on public resources. He refrained from framing the problem as a broad choice in values, whether concerning the relationship between the federal government and individuals under the structure of U.S. government, or the role of government at any level in manipulating the free market and individual choice to provide for health and welfare.

The third stratagem similarly focuses the decision-maker's attention on remediation of the empirical problem, rather than positivist policy-making,
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while the fourth stratagem acknowledges that trial, error, and sometimes revision are steps toward solution. The President in his 2009 speech proceeded immediately to focus narrowly on remediation. He set out as strawmen the possibilities of Canadian-style single-payer on the left and unregulated market on the right. “But either one would represent a radical shift that would disrupt the health care most people currently have,” Obama said, knocking down the strawmen.\textsuperscript{194} Adopting the successive-limited-comparisons approach, he offered instead: “Since health care represents one-sixth of our economy, I believe it makes more sense to build on what works and fix what doesn’t, rather than try to build an entirely new system from scratch.”\textsuperscript{195} With respect to trial, error, and revision, the President’s very next move was to describe the efforts of Congress to address the problem. He lauded lawmakers for having reached “80 percent” consensus, generating four bills that represented a degree of advancement toward reform “[t]hat has never happened before.”\textsuperscript{196} But he condemned Congress too for ultimately succumbing to political gamesmanship and not getting the job done.\textsuperscript{197}

The fifth stratagem focuses analysis on some, perhaps shorter-term, policy consequences of the possible options, to the exclusion of greater and longer-term consequences. Thus the President next introduced his own plan to achieve stability for insureds, to afford access to insurance for the uninsured, and to control costs.\textsuperscript{198} The President spoke directly to voters listening at home to persuade them that this plan would mean only modest change, telling the working insured: “Nothing in our plan requires you to change what you have. What this plan will do is make the insurance you have work better for you.”\textsuperscript{199} He emphasized short-term redress of the empirical problem: “As soon as I sign this bill, it will be against the law for insurance companies to drop your coverage when you get sick.”\textsuperscript{200} For the uninsured or potentially uninsured, likewise, “[i]f you lose your job or you change your job, you’ll be able to get coverage.”\textsuperscript{201} Then the President debunked opponents’ claims, specifically disavowing long-term negative consequences or sea change. He pledged that
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“no federal dollars will be used to fund abortions, and federal conscience laws will remain in place,” and he denied that his plan would be “a ‘government takeover’ of the entire health care system.”\textsuperscript{202}

Later in the speech, the President did move his call for healthcare reform back onto the level of big-picture advocacy. But he did so in the context of sharing a letter from the late Senator Ted Kennedy, quoting Kennedy’s assertion that “[w]hat we face . . . is above all a moral issue; at stake are not just the details of policy, but fundamental principles of social justice and the character of our country.”\textsuperscript{203} The President thereby sidestepped his own stake in the big picture. Kennedy’s critics, President Obama explained, might characterize “his passion for universal health care [] as nothing more than a passion for big government.”\textsuperscript{204} But the President distilled Kennedy’s assertion to the individual level, eschewing attribution to “rigid ideology” and instead referencing Kennedy’s own battle with cancer.\textsuperscript{205} President Obama then attempted to move Kennedy’s assertion outside partisanship, citing as consonant Kennedy’s work on social legislation with Republican senators.\textsuperscript{206} In a stunning semantic turnabout, President Obama reframed those bipartisan accomplishments in individual terms of equity rather than broad terms of public policy. He characterized social safety-net legislation not as manifestation of shared social welfare norms, but as reinforcement of the American “hard work” ethic and sense of “fair play.”\textsuperscript{207} Thus he reduced the broad call for long-term social justice to an appeal to short-term individualist values.

The sixth stratagem fragments the option analysis so that a partisan participant in the policy-making process focuses on the piece of the problem within the participant’s scope of concern, rather than the problem and its policy implications on the whole. This is a more complicated proposition in politics and goes to the subtleties of implementing policymaking strategy, much of it behind closed doors, rather than the plain and public terms of a policy speech. It will take years of objective distance for social scientists to obtain and analyze records of the White House strategy that culminated in the ACA; it is difficult now to assess the role of the sixth stratagem in the healthcare reform initiative of the Obama Administration. It is evident though that by November 2009, about two months after the President’s speech to Congress, the White House had found success through what \textit{The New York Times} described as an “arms-
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length strategy,” or what one House Democrat called “laissez-faire.”

Though the Administration was criticized for this approach—and the true inner machinations remain unknown—the President at least appeared to have left the myriad small-scale issues of developing healthcare legislation to the legislature and its fact-finding apparatus. The President earlier had positioned leaders within their areas of expertise in the executive branch, in anticipation of healthcare reform. The at-least-seeming non-involvement of the President from the top of the executive ladder suggests employment of the sixth stratagem. Decision-makers were left to toil over small-scale problems while the White House retreated from the scene and presumably brooded in obscure quiet over the slow progress toward long-term goals.

C. Incrementalism and Marriage Equality

Analyzed by Professor Jeremiah Ho in 2014, three researchers—Kees Waaldijk in the Netherlands, and William Eskridge and Yuval Merin in the United States—applied incrementalist thinking to the problem of marriage equality upon the advent of marital and marital-like relationships in national laws. Ho identified a common backbone to the three’s descriptions of the incrementalist path toward a national policy of marriage equality: (1) “the decriminalization of consensual same-sex intimacy”; (2) the impermissibility of discrimination against sexual minorities; and (3) the legal recognition of the relationships of same-sex couples. Ho termed this backbone “the Eskridge-Merin-Waaldijk theory or marriage equality incrementalism.”

Ho then explained how the theory integrates with the six stratagems of incrementalist policy-making. He observed that when Eskridge, Merin, and Waaldijk first explicated their theories, LGBT freedom in the United States still labored under the shadow of Bowers v. Hardwick, the U.S. Supreme Court decision approving the criminalization of consensual same-sex intimacy. Ho
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reasoned that the momentous developments that unfolded in favor of LGBT equality subsequently afforded an opportunity to study the six stratagems in the course of a process of successive limited comparisons.

The first stratagem limits the field of possible policy choices to a few, none too far from the status quo, so removing an ultimate sea change from the decision-maker’s frame of reference. From the perspective of the LGBT advocate, criminalized intimacy presented a target for reform more focused than a sea change in the society toward sexual equality. Already Waaldijk had observed modest efforts in Europe to decriminalize same-sex intimacy, such as by limiting the criminal offense to public displays, rather than wholesale repeal of criminalization.215 Thus the focus of reform became differentiation between consensual private conduct and criminalization of conduct perceived as wrongful or harmful to society, rather than a crusade for sexual equality.

The second stratagem further limits the decision-maker’s frame of reference by mixing an empirical policy problem into the canvas of policy goals and values, so as to emphasize solving the problem over broad choices in values. And the third stratagem focuses on remediation of the empirical problem, rather than positivist policy-making. Ho pointed out that when the U.S. Supreme Court overturned Bowers in Lawrence v. Texas216 in 2003, Lawrence itself represented an incrementalist and anti-majoritarian advancement of an evolving concept of personal privacy.217 That privacy doctrine, deriving from cases such as Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey,218 was incompatible with the permissive reach of law enforcement into the bedroom that Bowers had authorized, sexual orientation notwithstanding. Thus the empirical problem of personal privacy and the scope of criminal law mixed into the canvas of sexual equality. Even Lawrence confined itself to the subject of criminal due process and on its face, as a precedent, had nothing to do with marriage.219

The fourth stratagem acknowledges that trial, error, and sometimes revision are steps toward solution, while the fifth stratagem focuses analysis on shorter-term policy consequences of the options, to the exclusion of longer-term consequences. Recall that the six stratagems do not necessarily unfold in a linear fashion over time, and this process of trial and error, with cognizance of short-term policy impact and sometimes back-tracking, naturally coincides with third-stratagem remediation efforts. Ho examined this process in the nearly two
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decades that elapsed between *Bowers* and *Lawrence*. In that time, “de-marginalization” was the watchword for LGBT rights, and law and policy choices gradually moved the fight from negativist, opposing criminalization, to positivist, championing anti-discrimination. At the midpoint on that road, *Romer v. Evans* well conveys this surge and pitch. The U.S. Supreme Court struck down Colorado’s effort to deprive the LGBT community of equality, but would not go so far as to grant equality, affirmatively, under the Equal Protection Clause.

Ho also examined the military’s Don’t-Ask-Don’t-Tell (DADT) policy in this era, another emblematic step between tentative decriminalization and positivist embrace. DADT ultimately proved flawed, as it infringed on service members’ expressive freedom and ironically disproved discriminatory arguments that sexual orientation mattered in military service. So eight years after the limited rationale of *Lawrence*, the 2011 repeal of DADT, in part on anti-discrimination grounds, represented a further incrementalist step toward equality, redressing a short-term problem within military ranks while also setting the Obama Administration on the road toward positivist policy-making.

Ho finally analyzed the U.S. Supreme Court decisions in *United States v. Windsor* and *Obergefell v. Hodges*, the latter the culmination of this incrementalist journey in marriage equality. *Windsor* struck down the federal Defense Of Marriage Act (DOMA) insofar as it refused to recognize same-sex marriages, and *Obergefell* compelled the states to recognize the marriages. *Windsor* itself may be viewed as a fragmented option analysis in the sixth stratagem, in which the U.S. Supreme Court was forced to confront the problem of an animus-based discrimination written into federal law. *Romer* provided an easy precedent for that narrowed frame of reference. Ho moreover perceived the circuit split over marriage equality going into the *Obergefell* appeal as a continuing natural manifestation of trial-and-error selection in the incrementalist process. *Obergefell* at last represented the end of one strand of incrementalist advancement, concerning marriage equality in the United States.
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But Obergefell is at the same time but one more incrementalist step in the ongoing, global struggle for LGBT equality.

V. FIFA AND LGBT RIGHTS: "I DIDN’T RECOGNIZE YOU WITH YOUR CLOTHES ON"

We began this inquiry by considering the recent experience of the 2014 Olympics and the anti-gay law in Russia, as well as the 2014 World Cup and socioeconomic protests in Brazil. We then placed those experiences in the context of historical interconnection between organized international sport and social activism, especially with respect to FIFA. We added to that mix the work of Professor Ho and his predecessors, who collectively employed contemporary incrementalist theory to describe and predict the social and legal acceptance of marriage equality in the United States.

Now we unite these threads. Cognizant of the circumstances in which FIFA has exerted pressure on World Cup host countries in recent years to effectuate desired policy goals, we extrapolate from Professor Ho’s marriage equality model to propose that global LGBT equality can be advanced by exploiting FIFA’s motives and means to manipulate nations’ domestic policies. Part V.A sets the stage with a look at FIFA’s sideline role in Olympic wrangling with Russia over the country’s anti-gay law. Part V.B shows that FIFA strives to bolster its economic interests with causes in the name of social responsibility. Accordingly Part V.C proposes that FIFA’s cautious concern over Russia’s anti-gay law might be amped up by appeal to FIFA’s economic rationalism and to the association’s at least purported agenda of social responsibility. Part V.C furthermore demonstrates how such a provocation accords with the stratagems of incrementalism, aiming then to move host countries and the governance of international sport toward sexual equality through a transformation of successive limited comparisons, rather than, but not exclusive of, a rational-comprehensive approach.

A. IOC, FIFA, and Anti-Gay Law

Following up the Sochi Olympics, Professor Derek Van Rheenan recognized the rationality in “key stakeholders—host countries, international organizations and corporate sponsors—seek[ing] to leverage positive outcomes while mitigating negative consequences.” He therefore conceptualized
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international mega-sporting events as inherently “political and ideological struggle[s].” Accordingly, Van Rheenen described norms of “social sustainability,” comprising “equity, ethics, and human rights,” which the international community may impose on the nations that host these events, and he described efforts to bring such pressure to bear vis-à-vis Russia’s anti-gay law. Though acknowledging that little measurable progress resulted in Russia from Sochi protests, Van Rheenen concluded that Sochi might nonetheless have been “a watershed moment” for having—we note, in incrementalist fashion—triggered an international conversation about LGBT rights and set a precedent for international sport to invite diplomatic pressure in support of sexual equality.

IOC inquiry into the scope and potential application of the Russian anti-gay law in the run-up to the Sochi Olympics strikes a chord with the first stage of Eskridge-Merin-Waaldijk theory, in consonance with the six incrementalist stratagems. Purporting to be child protection legislation, the Russian law, which would punish public expressions of same-sex affection, implicates a range of concerns different from the perceived threat that anti-sodomy law purports to address. But the First Amendment, or free expression, implications of the Russian law are well analogous to the Fourth Amendment, or personal privacy, implications of criminalized intimacy. Both controls smack of the Orwellian authority of a police state. And in response, libertarian-minded decriminalization proffers an easy solution—notwithstanding the incremental step that decriminalization might take toward ultimate global recognition of sexual freedom and equality.

It stands to reason, then, that FIFA inquiry into the operation of anti-gay laws in Russia and Qatar, which criminalize conduct regarded as protected by human rights norms of expression and privacy, would represent an incremental movement in the direction of LGBT rights. If IOC pressure at least stalled the application of the Russian law during the Sochi Olympics, then FIFA pressure could have the same impact in Russia and Qatar, despite the wariness each has of Western culture. In turn, then, as LGBT advocates pressured the IOC to exert pressure on Russia, so LGBT advocates should pressure FIFA to exert pressure on Russia and Qatar. Even modest incremental
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movement toward the recognition of LGBT rights in those states might ultimately be the most productive path, if not the only path, to freedom and equality there.

Citing the anti-discrimination principle in FIFA statutes, the association joined the IOC in 2013 in asking Russia for “clarification and more details” about the Russian anti-gay law.\textsuperscript{242} Informal response from the CEO of the Russia World Cup Committee was not wholly satisfying. Alexey Sorokin defended Russia with World Football Insider by distinguishing criminalization of homosexuality from criminalization of “propaganda,” asking rhetorically, “Would you like a World Cup where naked people are running around displaying their homosexuality?”\textsuperscript{243} Any salience in Sorokin’s distinction was diminished by the prospect of Qatar as 2022 host, prompting further inquiry of FIFA President Sepp Blatter. Blatter then took his turn at regrettable comment by suggesting that gay fans and players might simply “refrain from sexual activity” while in Qatar.\textsuperscript{244}

The Sochi Olympics went on without a confrontation between the IOC and Russia, but the Olympic non-discrimination principle was never satisfactorily reconciled with the Russian law. Russian officials said that Olympic athletes, fans, and media in Sochi would not be subject to arrest.\textsuperscript{245} The IOC reported itself “fully satisfied”\textsuperscript{246} and retreated behind a culturally relativistic insistence on respect for domestic sovereignty and inability to alter Russian national law.\textsuperscript{247} “We are not a supra-national parliament or government,” IOC President Thomas Bach wrote to the activist group All Out.\textsuperscript{248} At the same time, Russia maintained that its law remained in effect during the Olympics,\textsuperscript{249} and LGBT protestors were arrested before and during
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the Olympics, if under more general protest prohibitions and not the anti-gay law in particular.  

FIFA had naught to say about the Russian assurances, even as a famed retired German footballer came out as gay only weeks before the Olympics. A FIFA task force had highlighted human rights issues in connection with Russia and Qatar before the Olympics and met with FIFA President Blatter. Since the Olympics, sundry petitions and criticisms have targeted FIFA over LGBT rights and the upcoming World Cup, notably hard-hitting words from Robbie Rogers in U.S. Major League Soccer. Meanwhile preparations for Russia have proceeded apace without official FIFA mention of the issue.

It remains to be seen then whether FIFA will exert any greater pressure on Russia or Qatar than the IOC exerted on Russia. The extent to which the IOC might influence a host nation’s domestic law is not the focus of this study. But given that the IOC is a parent association to sporting entities including
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FIFA, Bach’s language of necessary deference and disavowal of influence over domestic law ring hollow.

The Brazil World Cup for a time focused world attention on social and economic issues, and the media lens has focused occasionally on labor woes in Qatar. Desert heat and FIFA ethics have more lately taken center stage. But the strident debate over LGBT rights that was precipitated by the Sochi Olympics is sure to recur as the 2018 World Cup approaches and the prospect of criminal enforcement looms larger. Ongoing Russian involvement in the war in Ukraine has only exacerbated east-west differences and stoked the passions of cultural identity in Europe and Russia. Making the connection between international conflict and sport, two U.S. senators pressured FIFA in 2014 to expel Russia from the Brazil World Cup and to retract the 2018 award. It is worthwhile to consider, then, the prospect in this context of leveraging through FIFA the further incremental advancement of LGBT equality.

B. FIFA Economic Rationalism and Social Responsibility

Since Havelange aligned FIFA with powerful corporate sponsors, the association has been motivated by “the almighty dollar.” Whatever its commitment to higher values in campaigns such as Say No to Racism and Football for Hope, public disclosures about FIFA site selection and hosting agreements have shown time and again that money commands top priority. Whatever the truth behind the ethics debacle over the Qatar award, FIFA financial priorities at least inadvertently seem to have run ahead of human welfare with respect to the treatment of laborers in the preparations and the lack of planning for desert climate during the tournament. Informed commentators such as David Goldblatt had little trouble concluding that Brazil’s vast investment in World Cup infrastructure prioritized money over social welfare in the Rousseff administration. With all that is publicly known about FIFA demands for the commercial protection of sponsors and the creature comforts of officials, and looking back at the extraordinary mechanism of the World Cup courts in South Africa, the hand of FIFA looms large over the resource allocations in Brazil. It strains credulity to imagine FIFA as a powerless
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bystander dependent upon the good will of a host nation to accomplish a successful tournament.

To be clear, notwithstanding any normative analysis of the impact of FIFA policy choices, we do not condemn economic actors for making rational decisions. But we recognize that economic activity has collateral consequences, economic and non-economic. Even in a libertarian model, it is the role of democratic government to construct and maintain a regulatory baseline when market competition, in its merciless nature, would undermine a superior common good, such as consumer protection, environmental integrity, or human rights. Market outcomes are neither good nor bad; legislatures supervise the market with allocative justice informed by normative priorities.

With this understanding, a program such as Football for Hope in Brazil is not condemnable as a rational economic response to a public relations problem. And the program merits praise nonetheless if it accomplishes social and economic good. Likewise, the World Cup courts in South Africa might have been created to forestall embarrassing legal entanglements even to ensure economic protectionism, but their normative assessment should derive from outcomes rather than motives: whether the laudable facilitation of access to justice or the dubious utility of prosecuting beer promotion.

Moreover, the corporate social responsibility ("CSR") movement demonstrates that even economic actors can make choices that satisfy both commercial and public interests at the same time. Lately all the rage in the private sector, "[CSR] is the continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local community and society at large." Arguably CSR is motivated by commercial interests, especially in our current economic climate with its abounding resentment toward Wall Street and hardly-a-recovery for Main Street. CSR also might be a function of a changing culture, the impact of recent generations—"'13ers" and "Millennials," or Generations "X" and "Y"—doubting the drudgery
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of workaday capitalism. Probably CSR owes its appeal to a confluence of circumstances. Regardless of motivation, CSR can move the ball forward with desirable outcomes in social and economic development.

FIFA itself at least purports to take social responsibility seriously; the organization has a “head of CSR.” FIFA and the local organizing committee (“LOC”) of the Brazil World Cup produced a “sustainability” report, and already in July 2015, FIFA and the LOC for Russia 2018 published a “sustainability strategy.” The report prioritized stakeholder social responsibility, consumer protection, fair labor practices, human rights, environmental protection, and community involvement and development. The report touted achievements including anti-discrimination policy, match access for disabled fans and low-income Brazilians, carbon offsets and recycling, community projects such as Football for Hope, and funding for football development and the promotion of public health. The strategy for Russia lays out similar priorities, articulating a three-pronged focus on social development, economic development, and environmental protection. Of salience to this research, the social development objectives promise to “[e]nsure a discrimination-free environment at FWC [FIFA World Cup] sites and events.” Economic development objectives include both “compl[iance]
with FIFA and LOC standards on fair marketing practices and ethics” and “[p]romot[ion of] FWC regions as tourism destinations.”

So we grant that FIFA’s commitment to anti-discrimination is more than mere rhetoric. At the same time, we maintain that money orders FIFA priorities. At worst, FIFA prizes money above all else, and at best, FIFA’s heart beats fastest when commercial and social priorities align. That alignment holds the promise of sporting activism: to unleash FIFA economic power as a force for social good.

C. Incrementalist Activism Through FIFA

The most strident activists, including the U.S. senators who sought to retaliate against Russia for the Crimea invasion, succumb to the deceptive appeal of rational-comprehensive policy-making. They see a threat to world peace in Russian military interventionism, and, rationally, they seek to reestablish world peace through a public shaming in the community of nations. Furthermore rationally, they have identified the mighty hammer of world soccer’s governing body, specifically its prerogative to site (or de-site) one of the world’s top sporting mega-events. This rational-comprehensive approach has normative merit and is not necessarily misguided strategically. Consider that the alienation in sport of South Africa during Apartheid was effective, but took its slow toll over three decades. But this rational approach, an appeal for righteousness, has gotten no traction with FIFA as a rational economic actor motivated by the bottom line. FIFA’s constituency comprises not nations, nor politicians, nor soccer supporters; rather, the constituent of the post-Havelange FIFA is the corporate sponsor. Thus, however rational and comprehensive, petitions to FIFA to impel change in Russia and Qatar fall flat when petitioners resort only to the association’s avowed principles of anti-discrimination.

Instead we look to a happy marriage of commercial incentive and social responsibility.\textsuperscript{280} No one needs to know which partner is taking the lead. But when they align in their aims, the corporate sponsors of sporting mega-events will become instruments of incrementalist activism, moving the ball forward through a process of successive-limited comparisons. Activists who demand that FIFA raise Thor’s Hammer against repressive regimes are asking the wrong actor for the wrong remedy. The rational-comprehensive end is LGBT equality. But the means should employ the stratagems of an
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incrementalist process. And the first agent of motion in this process, the first domino in a line, is FIFA's corporate constituent.

1. Incrementalism and the Six Stratagems

In an incrementalist approach, the first two stratagems limit the field of possible policy choices to a few, none too far from the status quo, and define the policy choice within the bounds of an empirical problem, rather than an ultimate sea change. The problem confronting international sport is not framed as human rights, and the range of responses is not framed as the enforcement of global legal norms. Instead, we follow the money. The empirical problem is how to make more of it, that is, simple success. Profits and gains, including intangibles such as branding, make corporate sponsors happy. Happy corporate sponsors make for happy international sporting associations. In South Africa, FIFA became sufficiently concerned about the impact of crime and a dysfunctional criminal justice system on soccer consumerism that the association demanded and attained remarkable accommodations in domestic law and policy in the World Cup courts. Whether those courts inured to South Africans' social advantage is doubtful, but the salient point remains that FIFA's commercial ambitions spurred accommodation by the domestic legal system.

Thus the LGBT community must impress soccer's corporate sponsors with the potential adverse impact of a legal and social climate in Russia and Qatar that is hostile and threatening to soccer fandom and tourism. Consumer defection from a brand that identifies with that hostility magnifies the sponsor's risk. The range of policy choices available to the sponsor is framed by consumer apprehension as the sponsor considers how to gain from mega-event exposure without alienating the purchasing public. The typical corporate sponsor has feeble capacity to effect changes in the domestic law and policy of a sovereign nation, and radical—comprehensive—demands anyway would as likely engender prideful resistance as friendly adherence. But the sponsor, aggregating its voice with other sponsors, can communicate its reluctance to FIFA, the would-be recipient of corporate largesse. And FIFA, through the economic leverage of its siting prerogative as effected in hosting agreements at the national and local levels, does have the power to demand domestic accommodation.

The third stratagem focuses the decision-maker's attention on remediation of the empirical problem, rather than positivist policy-making. Thus the LGBT advocate does not seek from the corporate sponsor a declaration of its commitment to pursue equality. Rather, the advocate wishes to consume: to wear an Adidas tracksuit; on an Emirates flight to Russia; where she can eat at McDonald's; and buy a Coke; with her Visa card. Or at least to wear her Adidas gear at home and drive the Hyundai to the McDonald's to buy the Coke with the Visa without allying herself with an anti-gay agenda. The consumer does not demand to kiss her same-sex spouse before a stunned staff at a Moscow McDonald's, nor that Coca-Cola commit itself to anti-
discrimination, nor even that Coca-Cola agree with the consumer’s position on gay rights, any more than with the consumer’s position on goal-line technology. For the corporate sponsor to win, so for FIFA to win, buying the Coke must be free of unpleasant social implications. So the activist’s message to the corporate sponsor is simply a desire to consume with a clear conscience. Attaining even that much effects a demarginalization of the LGBT community.

The fourth stratagem acknowledges that trial, error, and sometimes revision are steps toward solution, while the fifth stratagem focuses analysis on the most immediate consequences of those steps, to the exclusion of long-term potentialities. Our advocate wants to consume, and our corporation wants to sell. FIFA therefore seeks to shield the consumer from legal ramifications and social policy implications. It is not necessary to change Russian thinking on gay “propaganda” and youth, nor to convert Qatar to a secular society, any more than it was necessary to eradicate crime in South Africa or to fix its criminal justice system. The World Cup courts, notwithstanding their efficacy or wisdom, modeled for FIFA a practical and limited solution to shield tournament participants from domestic dysfunction. FIFA host agreements furthermore stipulate adequate security precautions to shield tournament participants from crime. The immediate consequences of such steps are happy consumers, which means happy sponsors, happy FIFA.

Despite its sustainability initiatives, FIFA has suffered bitter criticism for its failure, after closing up shop on the World Cup in South Africa and in Brazil, to leave behind lasting policy reforms that improve social and economic conditions for host nationals. But it is unrealistic to think that FIFA, as an economic actor, frets over such critiques. Short-term solutions to facilitate LGBT consumerism may include the sought-after assurances of host nations that domestic anti-gay laws will be suspended temporarily vis-à-vis foreign nationals—here a conclusion arrived at circuitously, not through advocates’ direct demands. Or World Cup courts, after the example of South Africa, could be formed with special instructions to uphold European legal norms—the Russian Federation is a signatory to the European Human Rights Convention—in criminal prosecutions of foreign nationals, who might not be familiar with Russian law. Such oblique accommodations might allow Russia to save face while declining its own controversial enforcements.

The sixth stratagem deliberately fragments the option analysis so that a partisan participant in the policy-making process focuses on the piece of the problem within the participant’s scope of concern, rather than the problem and its policy implications on the whole. In this context, the sixth stratagem calls for a diffused approach to soccer’s corporate sponsors. Some advocates may focus their commercial alarm on soccer tourism, to create corporate worry over attendance at the World Cup. Some may focus on brand value, perpetuating the impression that FIFA sponsorship equates to the unpredictable and menacing legal norms of unfamiliar foreign countries. Some advocates might seek to exploit the CSR policies of corporate sponsors, threatening exposure for
hypocrisy should they come to be regarded as allied against human rights. Each angle of approach prompts a different segment of analysis and response within the corporate entity: sales, marketing, and CSR compliance. Each will strive to nullify the threat to its mission, its trees, blissfully unmindful of the forest of human rights agenda-setting.

Of course we are not the only advocates who have suggested targeting FIFA’s bottom line to spur reform. In January 2015, even before the May indictments, a U.K. politician marshalled a coalition at a kick-off summit in Brussels to found New FIFA Now. The organization proposes reclaiming the international governance of soccer from FIFA’s secretive and insular grip through a proposed series of democratic reforms. The organization’s methods include a public petition, a letter-writing campaign directed at national football associations, and, of most salience to this study, a letter-writing campaign directed at FIFA sponsors. The New FIFA Now website provides the Twitter handles and CEO email addresses for eight FIFA sponsors—Adidas, Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, Visa, Hyundai, Budweiser, Gazprom, and Kia—along with an example letter to each authored in May by Jaimie Fuller, chairman of Australian sportswear manufacturer SKINS. New FIFA Now was slow to get started but picked up steam after the indictments in May. Responding to the worker abuse stories coming out of Qatar, the International Trade Union Confederation joined SKINS to pressure FIFA sponsors. By July, the corporate-sponsor angle gained serious traction, as
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Coca-Cola, McDonald’s, and Visa all signed on to the reform agenda.\textsuperscript{290} With FIFA and Blatter the targets of global scorn and criminal investigation, it was not hard for these sponsors to see the writing on the wall and choose a side. Nevertheless, the governance reform movement demonstrates that pressure on sponsors can appeal to the higher angels of economic rationalists.

Some incrementalist advocacy might focus on intermediaries with megaphones; advocates need not eschew intermediaries with accordant social aims. For example, Walt Disney World, apparently acting on its own anti-discrimination principle, cut funding to the Boy Scouts of America, which ultimately eased on its anti-gay platform.\textsuperscript{291} Expressions of concern by gay professional soccer players—eight active or retired players were out according to a January 2014 report,\textsuperscript{292} and the aforementioned testimony of Robbie Rogers in January 2015, amplified by social media, was biting\textsuperscript{293}—that gay players could face criminal prosecution in Russia or Qatar might rattle team sponsors, if not FIFA itself, by threatening the viability of the World Cup. Though the efforts had little impact, teams in Brazil before the 2014 World Cup protested economic conditions by refusing to play in the first minute of some matches.\textsuperscript{294} A disruption on the pitch at the World Cup would be impossible for FIFA to conceal from the world and would undermine the World Cup brand with consumers and sponsors.

So rather than characterizing the end-game in terms of human rights, policy choices in the context of Russia or Qatar are properly focused on piecemeal adjustments to domestic law and policy that will facilitate a
successful World Cup—meaning a World Cup that is profitable to its owners and free of controversy. In accordance with incrementalism, the accommodations that FIFA might seek in response to modest but cumulative pressures passed through corporate constituents need not be momentous, nor lasting. Suspension of the enforcement of controversial laws, i.e., the temporary decriminalization in World Cup zones of homosexual expression and conduct, fits within this framework as a realistic remedy, but a remedy achieved by incrementalist advocacy rather than radical political demonstration. Nations already have demonstrated willingness to endure grotesque contortions in domestic law and policy to appease the mega-sport Goliath. And if there were any doubt, leaked correspondence shows FIFA boldly willing to overrun domestic legal process to effect commercial advantages in domestic law. Brazil ultimately bent to FIFA’s will on sponsor-Budweiser beer sales in stadiums, despite a previously unyielding prohibition in the name of public safety. Thus the employment of incrementalist stratagems, effected through corporate sponsors, can set in motion favorable social policy reforms on LGBT rights in even the most unlikely places, with international sport a willing accomplice.

2. Incrementalism as a Non-Exclusive Solution

Like incrementalism in policy-making itself, this approach to LGBT rights is ripe for criticism. Allegations that incrementalism is insufficiently ambitious and too conservative, and risks losing the wider war for the short-term concession, feel painfully meritorious when the approach is incremental. The incrementalist victory is to be found here in the suspension of human right-abhorrent laws for only a privileged class of people, in a zone limited by time and geography, at the same time apparently allowing a repressive regime to claim global glory and walk away with its policies intact, seemingly vindicated, to the detriment of a host population left behind. We admit: incrementalism requires galling restraint on the front end and a leap of faith in the long run. The theory goes that because once, for a time however short and a space however small, the expression of rights was permitted, that demonstration of freedom, and under a sky that did not fall, will seed change, making reform inexorable. Right will prevail if given an inroad.

We do not contend that an incrementalist approach must be employed to the exclusion of rational-comprehension approaches; we contend only that incrementalist approaches should be employed and might work. At least our adaptation of incrementalism to the distorted reality of transnational
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organizational influence over national government merits consideration. At first blush, it might seem strange to suggest, as in essence we do, that sexual equality be pursued through one's determination to watch a soccer match with a Budweiser in hand. But powerful transnational organizations want everyone to be able to watch a soccer match with a Budweiser in hand. And advocates for LGBT rights want everyone, regardless of sexual orientation, to be able to watch a soccer match with a Budweiser in hand. The commonality is the Budweiser and the soccer. So that's the starting point. If making that commonality possible compels the decriminalization of sexual orientation, however temporarily, then incrementalism posits at least a possible start toward the ultimate goal.

VI. CONCLUSION: "THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH" 297

With the Brazil World Cup still a fresh memory of success, and corruption at center stage in the present news cycle, FIFA has hardly yet turned its full attention to Russia 2018, with Qatar 2022 on the horizon. But hosting agreements for 2018 and 2022 are already in place. Corporate sponsorships are in the works, and infrastructure is under construction. The terms of the hosting agreements are secret. We do not know what latitude FIFA preserves for itself to seek further assurances from host nations, but we can surmise that it is ample.

Questions are percolating already regarding social and economic conditions in Russia and Qatar. The protests in Brazil, whatever they accomplished or failed to accomplish to better conditions there, make those questions inevitable for World Cup tournaments to come. And the Sochi Olympics, in tandem with rational-comprehensive activists such as Pussy Riot and the blockbuster legal developments such as same-sex marriage legalization in the United States, ensure that the criminalization of homosexual expression and conduct will be among the social conditions that remain in the public mind.

The decriminalization of same-sex intimacy, especially if only temporary, is a modest objective for LGBT activism. But we have endeavored to demonstrate that incrementalist stratagems, focused on the commercial consequences of human rights abrogation, rather than directly on positivistic human rights advancement, have the potential to move the enormous machinery of international sport’s top mega-events to accomplish such a modest objective, if not more. Incrementalist stratagems may be employed to press even such a famously economic-rationalist entity as international soccer’s governing body to advance the cause of sexual equality in small steps. Critically, incrementalist theory posits that those small steps represent not

297 IAN FLEMING, ON HER MAJESTY’S SECRET SERVICE 66 (New Am. Library 2d prtg. 1969); see also THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH (Danjaq 1999).
merely reactionary regulation and limited advancement, but a natural and essential course toward the positivist promise of global equality.

Such momentous change seems a fantastic dream. But the beautiful game has always been about dreams.\textsuperscript{298}

\textsuperscript{298} \textit{E.g., Tamir Bar-On, The World Through Soccer: The Cultural Impact of a Global Sport} 184 (2014) ("Seen from a Freudian perspective, soccer is ultimately a series of dreams and attempts to fulfill dreams. . . . It is the magic of dreams in childhood that gives soccer both its tragedy and ultimately its beauty.").